Reserve concept and differential outcomes
Research on reserve originated within the aging and Alzheimer's disease (AD) literature, 1 and showed that persons with larger premorbid brain size (brain reserve) and greater intelligence or lifetime mental enrichment (cognitive reserve) can withstand worse AD neuropathology without cognitive decline or dementia. That is, some persons possess "reserve" against cognitive deficits, and such reserve is correlated with premorbid brain growth and intelligence. Work by myself and others has extended these findings to persons with MS. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] More specifically, we have shown that the deleterious effects of cerebral lesions or atrophy on cognition are attenuated among persons with greater intelligence or lifetime mental activity. 3, 4 Regarding this "Controversies" piece, the observation that deleterious links between disease burden or cerebral atrophy and functional outcomes differ depending on premorbid individual differences is itself an important reason to consider the concept of reserve when studying neurodegeneration and functional disability.
Individual differences in premorbid brains and spinal cords
There is often a tacit assumption when studying neurodegeneration that premorbid brains and spinal cords of patients are more-or-less the same, so that we can assess the effect of disease activity on a modal brain. But persons do not have a modal CNS. Instead, persons come to the disease with diverse brains and spinal cords that are products of unique genetics, environments, and interactions of genetics and environments. These influences lead to individual variability in CNS structure and function, which has implications for the study of neurodegeneration. For instance, premorbid brains and spinal cords possess differing neuronal and synaptic counts, differing white matter characteristics, and differing regional gray matter volumes, as well as differing degrees of neural efficacy, resilience to disruption, and capacity for plasticity. This is evidenced behaviorally by different cognitive, physical, and socioemotional functioning across healthy individuals, which must be instantiated in individual differences within the CNS. Indeed, the literature on intelligence links higher intelligence quotient (IQ) to larger brain growth and greater cortical thickness, neural efficiency, and white matter integrity. 7 When studies of neurodegeneration examine the brain of a patient, they are not simply observing disease-related changes but are instead viewing the result of a complex interplay of disease-related changes, individual differences in premorbid CNS structural and function, and individual differences in capacity for neural plasticity and brain maintenance. It is not surprising that MS disease leads to different outcomes across patients.
Working model of reserve
Reserve is best conceptualized behaviorally as the capacity to preserve function in the face of disease. 8 Genetics and environment (e.g. education) are not reserve per se, but they influence reserve by building or preserving resilient neural networks capable of maintaining function in the face of disease. Behavioral "Brain reserve" and "cognitive reserve" should always be taken into account when studying neurodegeneration -YES James F Sumowski 
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JF Sumowski observations of reserve (or resilience) must be represented structurally and functionally within the brain, as we cannot regress to mind-body dualism. Indeed, preliminary evidence links early-life mental enrichment to larger hippocampal volume, 9 which may help explain differential memory outcomes among patients. Relating back to this "Controversies" topic, a study of diseaserelated hippocampal neurodegeneration cannot simply measure hippocampal volume and assume that differences (relative to healthy controls) are due solely to disease-related changes, as premorbid variables also contribute to structural differences.
Reserve may be conceptualized as resilience against decline in a given function (e.g. memory and balance), and the goal is to identify modifiable factors that bolster such resilience, which may be specific to different outcomes (e.g. cognitive vs physical). Healthy lifestyle factors that contribute to preservation of CNS integrity underlying given functions are working to preserve reserve (resilience) for those functions (e.g. healthy diets and regular exercise). Indeed, beneficial links between higher educational attainment and preserved cognition are likely mediated through both heritable and environmental factors, including health-related behaviors. Conversely, factors that negatively impact CNS structure and function may reduce reserve, including comorbidities (e.g. poor cardiovascular health) 10 and poor adherence to disease-modifying therapies.
Conclusion and future directions
Neuroimaging and histological characterizations of the brain and spinal cord of a person with MS are the product of disease-related changes in the context of vast individual variability in premorbid neuroanatomy and neurophysiology, as well as individual differences in neural plasticity. Such individual variability contributes to differential vulnerability to functional decline, which is represented by the concept of reserve. Investigations of neurodegeneration will be advanced in two major ways by considering individual differences in reserve. First, consideration of (controlling for) variables related to differences in CNS development or preservation will help isolate disease-related changes. Second, identification of modifiable risk and protective factors associated with bolstering (or depleting) reserve may lead to actionable interventions to attenuate neurodegeneration and preserve function. These two points are currently aspirational, as more work is needed to identify the risk and protective factors, and delineate links to specific functional outcomes and neural correlates. This is the focus of our research on Reserve against Disability at Mount Sinai Hospital, where my group is conducting a large prospective study of multiple risk and protective factors for preservation of (reserve for) cognitive and physical function in a cohort of persons with early relapsing-remitting MS. The next essential but challenging step will be interventional research to causally assess whether assignment to candidate factors can preserve CNS integrity and prevent functional decline.
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